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Warm Us Up Playlist
By Liam Higgins

Oh the weather outside is frightful (at
the time of writing) ... and it was so
cold in the office at A.P towers that we
decided to create a warm weather
playlist, to increase our musical
temperature, unfortunately we can’t do
anything about your frozen feet.  

1. Here comes the Sun – Beatles. 
2. Summertime: DJ Jazzy Jeff and the
Fresh Prince.  
3. Lovely Day – Bill Withers 
4. Walking on Sunshine – Katrina and
the Waves  
5. Sunny Afternoon – The Kinks 
6. Jimmy Cliff – I can see clearly. 
7. Mr Blue Sky- The Electric Light
Orchestra 
8. Happy- Pharrel Williams 
9. Put your records on- Connie Bailey-
Ray 
10. Under the Boardwalk – The Drifters
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Editor's Note

Contributors

Time is funny. It flows through our fingers,
team groups, and seasons. Before we
know it, another semester is coming to an
end, and Spring is upon us. What moves
time, flexes its fingers, funnels its flow? Is
it harder for us to measure it with our
days spent mostly in digital reality? The
Akademeia Post tries to catch up with
time by consecrating the moments and
their memories that our community
creates, in writing. T. S. Elliot reflected on
memory in the Four Quartets in this way:  

This is the use of memory: 
For liberation—not less of love but expanding 

Of love beyond desire, and so liberation 
From the future as well as the past. 

If it is so, and memory liberates us to be in
the present, then may these articles and
glimpses into Akademeian life help you
bask in the here and now. In this Issue you
will find reports on many exciting events
and lectures, reflections on New Year’s
resolutions, art projects and creative
writing from our students, a spring
playlist, and much more! Our AP team
hopes you enjoy what we put together.
Have a good read and see what happens
with time when you do. 

Chief Editor, Sonia Blank  

Chief Editors: 

Sonia Blank   

Liam Higgins (plus
his cute twin girls)  

 

Journalists:  

Jagna Schmude  

Levon Nurijanyan 

Maria Rutkowska  

Aleksandra
Trawkowska  

Marcelina Maciąg  

 

Graphic Design:  

Volodymyr Melnyk  
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Keeping up with the resolutions?
By Aleksandra Trawkowska

“New year new me” we hear this phrase on January 1st but how many
people keep their resolutions and where did this tradition come from? 

A new Year’s resolution is a promise to yourself, that people make for the
forthcoming year with the aim of making your life better  

Making New Year’s Resolutions is a not relatively new invention; they are
up to 4,000 years old. In ancient Babylonians times they celebrated an
ancient festival called Akitu. Their new year did not start on January 1,
but in March. The celebration of the festival lasted 12 days. During those
days, the Babylonians had to take care of many things: they crowned the
new king (or showed their loyalty to the present one), planted crops and
made promises to the Gods to pay their debts. If they kept their promise,
their Gods would show them mercy for the next year. When someone
broke their promises, they did not get the mercy of the Gods which was
dangerous. 

Another breakthrough in the history of the New Year took place in
Ancient Rome. This happened around 46 B.C.E. The ruling emperor, Julius
Caesar, proposed a new calendar, deciding that the new year would be on
the first of January. This month was named after the two-faced God,
Janus, God of all beginnings, keeper of gates and doors, a figure very
important to the Romans. They believed Janus looked at the last and the
next year, so they made sacrifices for him and promised the best
behaviour in the next year.  

For Christians, the first day of the new year has become a time to rethink
past mistakes and resolve them to be better in the future.  For centuries,
people have managed to keep traditions. However, over the years, the
perspective has changed, and we don't make promises to Gods, but to
ourselves. 

Hence, the question arises: Why is a new year needed to change
something? The feeling of a new beginning can be like a blank slate.
People want to make the best of it, so they decide to alter some aspects
of their lives, in order to turn over a new leaf. It's easier to change
behaviour, attitudes and actions in the coming year, because it feels like it
has a greater significance and people have more determination. New
Year is a new begging, fresh start, a chance to change behaviour, improve
the quality of life or achieve something. 

The first two months of 2021 are over. My resolution to eat healthy and
exercise regularly is not going well, but I am doing my best. How are you
doing in keeping with your resolutions? 
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Maria R.  
Resolution: do homework on time 

Jagna S. 
Resolution: go to bed early 

Aleksandra T. 
Resolution: work out regularly  
  

Here's how we've kept up:
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-open.” He used an example of a Katowice
School graduate, Piotr Domalewski, who
won a prestigious Polish award 'Złoty Lew'
for his movie 'Silent Night'.
 
Another school recommended by Komasa for
future filmmakers in Poland is Wajda School
in Warsaw which offers a one-year
programme. The director argued it is
renowned “because it is all about the people
that you are going to meet and the
connection you are going to make, and for
sure there are a lot of talented people there".
Another alternative is a relatively new school
- Gdynia Film School – which, has already
had some successes, such as nominations at
the Cannes Film Festival, and whose
teachers are good friends of Mr Komasa. 

However, if you are interested more in
studying abroad, Mr Komasa also shared his
thoughts on other schools worldwide. Among
the most famous ones, he listed NYU, UCLA
and USC in the United States along with La
Fémis in France, London Film School in the
UK, or Academy of Performing Arts' Film
and TV School (FAMU) in the Czech Republic.
He also emphasises how less known film
schools are expanding and are worth
choosing as a future study location, such as
The Film Academy Vienna or University of
Television and Film Munich. Certainly, such
pieces of advice helped our students to
choose a university now feel more confident
about their future undergraduate studies. 

Jan Komasa is an Oscar-nominated Polish
director, known for movies such as ‘Corpus
Christi’ or ‘The Hater’ who recently spoke
at Akademeia High School event about his
latest film, inspiration, work in the film
industry and why he became a director. He
also shared some useful tips and advice on
how to choose a film school which might
be useful to Y12 students, as the university
application process has already begun.  

Mr Komasa attended the world-famous
Lodz Film School and shared his
experience and opinion about it. Giving an
insight into the teaching methods, as he
himself teaches directing to the school’s
third-year students, he said: “The film
school in Lodz is, I think, one of the best
places to learn directing because you have
so many individuals and personalities and
characters - you will find a source of
inspiration in most of them." However, he
also put on our radar that when making a
choice for the most fertile grounds to
develop creativity, we can think beyond
Lodz as there might be other potentially
as good schools in Poland or abroad.  

To provide an alternative in Poland, Mr
Komasa highlighted the Krzysztof
Kieślowski Film School in Katowice, saying
that after graduation, many Katowice
filmmakers gain international recognition.
“Katowice doesn't kill their creativity and
that's why the students are much more-

A taste of the film world -  
An interview with Jan Komasa 

By Jagna Schmude
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The Peanut Butter Dillema
A lecture report by Levon Nurijanyan 

Have you ever wondered how your daily lifestyle decisions can be analyzed to be ultimately
irrational, in terms of rudimentary logic or personal preferences? Well, such questions riddle
the minds of most of as at some moments, especially after buying 3 packs of peanut butter
only because it was on a remarkable discount. I don’t really like peanut butter, and peanut
butter surely does not enjoy being left on the top shelf without the deserved attention of the
consumer. Yet here we are, buying stuff we don’t really need or want and automatically
renewing the newspaper subscription we do not read because...well I don’t really know, do I?
Luckily, Akademeia High School keeps providing incredible opportunities for us wonderers to
explore a wide range of topics and questions. Last term, we had the chance to attend an
amazing lecture conducted by Dr. Karolina Lempert on Decision Making and a simple yet
confusing question: are humans rational in their decision making? 

For those who missed the event, here is your chance to catch up in our Akademeia Post
coverage. 

When talking about irrational behavior, we must firstly understand how we assess rationality
in economic terms. Early economists suggested that one must choose option which can offer
the most expected value, but we can see that value does not necessarily guarantee our
satisfaction with a choice. Fortunately, a Swiss mathematician and physicist Daniel Bernoulli
has an alternative for us. According to Bernoulli, in their decision-making, people should aim to
maximize their utility not the value of their assets. In simpler terms, when facing a decision of
buying either an apple or an orange we should not buy the orange because it has more value
(let’s suppose it is summer, an orange off-season). If an apple gives us a utility of 2 units (of
enjoyment) and the orange gives us a utility of 1, the only rational choice would be to prefer
buying apple to orange, even though the apple costs less. However, if putting the apple desires
aside, our behavior is not that predictable in daily consumption choices. 

Thus, how do we assess rationality in a complex economic world? In the lecture, Dr. Lempert
highlighted 3 criteria for rationality: procedure invariance, independence of irrelevant
alternatives and transitivity. For those of you who are as confused by fancy terms as me, do
not worry. The lecturer explained every aspect with relevant evaluation, which we will cover
together right away. 
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Procedure invariance. 

Going back to both theories of rationality mentioned before, the rational choice would be the one
resulting in most value or utility. Hence, why should the way of getting the result matter. However,
Amos Tversky and Daniel Kahneman proved the opposite in their Nobel Prize winning article on
prospect theory and heuristics. The question design, the way it is framed can have a huge influence.
Consider the following example: 

A city of 600 people is likely to be attacked by a deadly disease, that might result in the deaths of its
inhabitants. You’ve been asked to select a strategy out of these that will help the city combat the
epidemic. 

Positive Frame 
Program A: This program ensures that 200 people will be saved. 
Program B: One-third probability that all of them will be saved, and two-third possibility that none
of them will be saved. 

Negative Frame 
Program C: Even after implementation of this program, 400 people will die. 
Program D: One-third probability that no one will die, and two-third probability that all 600 will die. 

 We can figure out that program C and D are replications of programs A and B, as they lead to same
results. Nevertheless, what strikes us first is not logic. Sacrificing 400 people from 600 still sounds
less attractive than saving 200 out of the same 600. Framing can affect our decision regardless the
fact that the results remain the same. Why is that? We can explain this loss aversion with the
evolutionary theory. We may be sensitive to losses, because approaching the wrong thing is not a
big deal, but if we make a mistake by not avoiding something bad (predators, poisonous plants etc.),
it can decrease the chances of survival. Thus, in order to be rational in decision making, we should be
critical in analyzing what does really affect our choice, the outcome, or the question design. 

Independence of irrelevant alternatives 

What this means is, that if there is a third option which you would never choose, the presence of
that option should not affect your preference from those other two options. Sounds like common
sense, but be careful next time you go to the cinema. 

Let us suppose you have 3 popcorn options to choose from in your local cinema. 

Small–3$   Medium- 6.5$   Big-7$ 

Buying the medium one would be frivolous since with additional 50 cents you can get the bigger
portion, the bigger the merrier. However, would people be willing to buy a huge basket of popcorn
which they will not finish, without the decoy Medium option? Studies show, that without the 6.5$
option, most costumers preferred buying the small option, while with the decoy option present, the
opposite was true. 

Transitivity 

If you prefer A over B, B over C, you must prefer A over C. This is pure logic, but as we like to change
our preferences all the time, this system does not always work for us. Without this rule in mind, it is
easy to get money pumped. 

After discussing all the flaws in our decision-making process, one can make upsetting conclusions.
However, returning to the initial question, are we irrational in our decision making? According to the
expected utility theory – no. But maximizing utility is not the only measure we can implement to
assess decision making. What is rational depends on our environment, and the environment in which
we, humans have evolved in. Ecological rationality, in contrast, claims that the rationality of a
decision depends on the circumstances in which it takes place, to achieve one's goals in the context.
Rational choice theory puts a premium on internal logical consistency whereas ecological rationality
targets external performance in the world. We are rational in our own inner motives, but we should
also consider how our short-term motives impact our surrounding and future (avoid using plastic,
save money for retirement - be long-term rational). 

We would like to also use this opportunity to thank Dr. Karolina Lempert once again for an amazing
lecture with an entertaining delivery, and Akademeia High School for such amazing opportunities
helping to stretch our knowledge. 

Stay Curious... 
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Turtles Adventure

Zaiphe Krzyżek, Daniel
Feduk, Jerzy Starak
youtu.be/9dNUir7yUI0

Stop-Motion
A report by Maria Rutkowska and Aleksandra Trawkowska

During term 1 the Year 9 students learned about stop motion
animations in their fine art classes. The students learned about
different techniques, such as cut outs, and explored it using skills such
as team work and collaboration.  

The main point was to explore different techniques and know what
stop motion animations are. Here are some opinons and reflections
from the Year 9 project: 

Michał: “I think it was a great process, because I personally improved
my team-working skills a lot and got to know my friends way better.” 

Franek: “This project taught me more than any test or movie. After
this experience I know how to work in group about this type of
projects”. 

Ola: “I think we had a great time. We learned something about
teamwork. Surely this experience will be useful to me in the future.” 

Maciek: “I really like the work with this group. I learned many things,
and I hope, that I will be able to work with them again.” 

Pati: “during this project I realized how time consuming animating a
stop motion film can be, but it is as well very fun to make. It requires a
lot of precision and stability and i have worked to try to make this
project as good as it can be.” 
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Mantoid
Aleksandra
Trawkowska, Michał
Szramowski, Maciek
Zagała,  Franek
Martynuska 
youtu.be/qXyHVrV1vnI 

Turtles' Honeymoon
Lena Rybak-Massalska,
Marcelina Maciąg, Iana
Hadjieva, Laura Adamkiewicz
youtu.be/nKht6v2en-U

The Devouring
Konstanty Augustyniak,
Fryderyk Boniecki,
Maksymilian Cichocki
youtu.be/leWcjnB4X5Y 

Flower Boy
Klara Dworak, Maria
Nowakowska, Hanna
Karasińska, Raul
Massoud
youtu.be/puNQgaS26v8
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Coffee - The Nectar of
Akademeia Students

By Jagna Schmude

According to our journalistic enquiry, coffee consumption has been
increasing among the Akademeia students and faculty. However, our
teachers are in an advantaged position of having a coffee machine in their
staff room. But since the café and Cortado Sisters have recently closed,
what should Akademeia students do?  

Coffee brings joy and many benefits to people’s lives and that’s backed up by
scientific research and not simply our desire for it! This is good news for the
Akademeia coffee lovers: as reported by Harvard Health Publishing,
moderate consumption of coffee (around three to four cups per day) is tied
with a longer life span and reduces the risk of type 2 diabetes and
Parkinson's disease. Yet, due to the closure of our regular watering holes, it
has been harder to be able to purchase a good cup of coffee and get back to
school on time to participate in classes... the horror. 

However, to all of you who worry about not getting their daily dose of
caffeine while in school: Don’t! One of our reporters has conducted research
among the students to find out the best (and close to our school) shops and
cafes where you can get your drinks. 

Many students have mentioned Cafe Plakatówka located in Hlonda 2, which
is only a seven-minute walk. If you look for a closer option, you can get a
cappuccino at Moxo Bakery, which is just a minute away, next to Żabka.
However, if you are an
individual who doesn't really
feel like going outside when
it's minus five degrees
outside and snowing, and
you would like to get your
coffee in school, you would
not have to wait too long to
fulfill that dream. The
Student Council is working
closely with the School
Board and catering services
to provide the students with
our own coffee machine
very soon. For sure, this is
something we are all looking
for!
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Creative Corner
Here, at the Akademeia Post, we love to celebrate all the creativity that is
present in our community. We are happy to share with you three of the
creative writing pieces which were highly commended in the assessment of
all the Y10 short stories for Term 1 coursework! Congratulations! 

Your thoughts echo around the empty hall. Your mind twists and shifts in a colorful cloud around
your brain. Just the type of mind I need. I observe as you stop in front of the door to your office, and
carefully, carefully try to open it, while balancing a coffee cup on top of a stack of paperwork. Once
inside your office, you turn on the fluorescent lights, throw down the stack of papers on your desk,
and curse as the coffee spills over them. You sit down at your desk, your head in your hands, with
your lab coat hanging limply off your shoulders. Your mind twists around your head like a storm
cloud about to release a torrent of rain. Perfect.  

Lost in your thoughts, you don’t see me materialize, pulling atoms and particles from the air, walls,
and floor around me to create a human avatar. I choose to steer the body from the outside instead
of compressing my consciousness to fit the confines of a physical mind. I have studied your mind for
long enough to be able to guess what form you would like me to take on, and as soon as you clap
eyes on me I know I have chosen the right one. You stare at me, visibly nonplussed.  

‘What the hell are YOU doing here?!’, you shout.  

‘Hi!’, I manage to croak, not yet fully in control of the avatar. You seem not to notice this.  

‘Doug? Douglas? But you’re dead! You died of heart trouble when we were six! Don’t you
remember?”, you cry, with tears in your eyes.  

‘I remember. How could I forget?’  

‘I’m going crazy, this can’t be real. It can’t! I should have left this place. Oh yes! They’re raising the
dead now! Crazy! Crazy, the lot of them!  

‘Sam.’ I whisper. I ease my mind into yours, messily disentangling the threads of grief and horror
from the tangled chaos. Truly, human minds are such a nuisance to work with. Alas, they’re the only
resource available right now. ‘No need to worry, it’s all right.’ I croon soothingly. You look around
bewildered.  

‘Douglas?’, You whisper hoarsely.  

‘That’s me alright!’  

‘What are you doing here?’, you repeat.  

‘Well, I thought I’d come and pay you a visit!’  

‘From where?’ Clouds of hysteria and panic begin to seep into your mind. I silence them.  

‘It’s all been so exciting! I have so much to tell you!’ I ignore your questions.  

‘What? What do you want to tell me?!’, the panic in your mind refuses to concede, and claws at your
subconscious like a scared shelter dog on the door of it’s cage.  

‘Let’s walk while we talk, yeah?’, The avatar reaches up and takes you by the hand. ‘So, how’s life?’

-Ms Sonia Blank

The Truth | Hiro, Y10
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‘It’s—‘  

‘Boring? Depressing? Do you feel like you humans build a web of lies around each other and deceive
yourselves on the most fundamental of matters?’ I interrupt you, fearing that your mind will escape
my control.  

‘Why yes, how did you—‘  

‘Sam, I can show you the truth. All the truth in the world. All you gotta do, is take a walk with me,
yes?’. You hesitate, but in the end, your curiosity wins the war with your caution. You nod. I smile.  

I start striding forwards, towards the wall. You try to pull away from me, but my grip is like the
bonds between atoms. You close your eyes, awaiting the inevitable collision, and open them when
there isn’t one. The wall expands in our vision, until we can see each and every little speck of dust, it
keeps expanding, until we can see the molecules, then the atoms, with their electrons buzzing
around their nuclei, both of which we see are made of quarks, stuck to each other with gluons, and
so the universe keeps expanding and expanding until the atoms are our galaxies, until each sub-
sub- sub- sub- subatomic particle is a star in the endless aether. We soar through the infinite
darkness.  

‘And this- and this is all real?’ You ask, your eyes as round and shiny as stars.  

‘Yes.’ I say. ‘It is’, and you laugh, basking in the glory of truth.  

‘Wait a second! But how come we’re not dead? I mean, what are we breathing now?’  

‘You wouldn’t understand.’ I say truthfully. ‘Look!’ I say, and point to one of the particles. It has a
marbled surface, the majority of it being a strange shade of purple, with blemishes of a vibrant
orange color, intersected by patches of pale blue. Teal wisps curl above the orb.  

‘A planet!’, you gasp.  

‘That’s right!’  

‘All this-‘ you motion with your hand, ‘All this, well, it’s so amazing! Who would’ve thought? There are
whole galaxies, in the air we breathe, below our feet, heck, even we are made of galaxies!’  

‘I know, right? And you haven’t even seen everything!’  

We speed up, past the strangely colored particles, past the stars, past the boundaries of this reality.
Your universe recedes behind us in the distance, until it is no more than a shining speck in the
strange, almost solid darkness surrounding us. It sparkles, and it fades. We turn to face the
flickering light, of incomprehensible color and shape, just to the left of us, if such a simple word can
be used to describe this multi dimensional space.  

‘This’ I intone, ‘This is the real Truth’ You stare deep into the light, in it’s strange, milky, smoky,
flickering glory. You see the Truth. Your face becomes a mask of horror, your fingers slip away from
mine, and we are instantly transported back to the office. You gawk at me.  

‘That- That was the-‘ you choke on the word. ‘Truth?’ I nod and smile. Your mind twists and writhes,
desperately wanting to reject the image of what it had just seen, and gives up. The image of the
Truth will permanently be branded into your mind, whenever you close your eyes, it will be there.  

‘So.’ I begin, hopefully, ‘Would you like to see it again?’  

‘Are you out of your damn mind?! To see that- that- thing again? You’re not Douglas, are you?’ I
smile, and release my grip from your mind, which slowly starts to unravel. You stare at me in
confusion, then horror, and finally in realization. Stumbling, you run out of the room, fumbling with
the door, trying to get it open. You succeed, and run out into the hallway. I stop listening to your
mind. There’s no point. It’ll be the same as with all the others, the pressure of a kept secret will kill
you in the end.  

‘Humans’ I sigh. ‘So predictable’. I dissolve the avatar’s body back into atoms. Another failure. And
so, the search for the perfect mind resumes. 
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It happened years ago, before I was concerned about the future and constantly thinking of the past.
I was a small girl and had just started elementary school. The day was hot and the air seemed stiff;
people on the street were sweaty and the air conditioning loud in every shop and restaurant.
Lessons had ended and I was coming back home, trying to stay in the shade as much as possible.
The heat had given me a headache and my small body was exhausted; I didn’t recognise the
buildings around me, and panic filled my head. I needed to calm myself down. 

Looking around for a grocery shop, I had searched the inside of my bag, looking for leftover money.
The moment my fingers touched the cold, metal coins, I spotted it - a small shop on the corner of
the street, signs with various discounts written on them, the doors open in a welcoming way. I put
the coins on my hand - I had 250 yen, just enough to buy ice cream.  

I entered the shop, feeling the refreshing chill air blowing on my sweaty face and making my
dizziness go away. I wandered between the shop alleys, looking at different products and people -
mostly students, happy that their lessons had finished, looking forward to the end of the semester.  

After a long search, I finally found the cooler filled with ice cream. I looked curiously inside, searching
for my favourite type - the melon flavour. I put my hand inside, my fingers caressing the packagings
of the frozen snacks, but my fingers weren’t long enough to grab them. I looked around for a box or
a stool, but I couldn’t see one.  

“Do you need help?” I heard someone speak. I turned around and saw a girl; she wasn’t just an
ordinary one, not to me. She was a high schooler with a petite body, dressed in a private school
uniform. Short skirt was exposing her long, lean legs; its waistband emphasized the small waist.
She didn't look sweaty or tired like other people; her beautiful face was framed by curtain bangs
and lit up with a smile, making her big, dark eyes shine. Compared to other people's red complexion
caused by the heat, she was stunningly pale, with just a bit of colour appearing on her rosy cheeks.
She looked like an angel, her serene aura extending over me, making my headache lift and tiredness
go away. I looked around, but no one reacted to her the same way I did. 

“Yes, please,” I said quietly, my face blushing as my small hands grasped the straps of my school
bag. The girl leaned over the freezer, hair falling on her face and reached out a slim hand with long
fingers. She grabbed the exact ice cream I had wanted and smiled.  

I felt my cheeks burning. I reached out my hand and put the coins in her free hand, not looking her in
the eyes. I heard her laugh and grabbed the material of my skirt with both of my hands awkwardly. 

A few minutes later, we were outside, walking in the awful weather.  

“I’m Koharu,” the girl said after a moment of silence. 

“Yui,” I responded, my sweaty fingers struggling to open the packaging of the ice cream. 

“Nice to meet you,” Koharu looked down on me. I nodded in response, stuffing the sweet treat into
my mouth. “You remind me of my small sister. She’s as quiet as you and you have similar hair.” 

I frowned and held a short strand of my hair. My mother had cut my hair a few months ago, making
me look boyish; back then I didn’t understand why. I took Koharu’s comment as a compliment,
assuming that her sister had to be as pretty as her. 

I still didn’t recognise the buildings around me, I was mindlessly following the girl. As if she had read
my mind, she spoke: “I assume you’re going back home by train, right?”. I nodded in answer, and she
grinned once again.  

My mind was racing. I wanted to express my gratitude for helping me. It wasn’t about buying me a
snack or leading me towards the train station. In some weird way, she made me feel hope and
happiness, as if filling me with new energy for the day, despite the heat. I glanced at her again; her
hair bounced as she walked, her uniform was clean and without wrinkles, her skin smooth and eyes
shining. 

Story of an hour | Emilia Chałupczak, Y10
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Koharu stopped suddenly and so did my thoughts. I looked around, confused; we were suddenly
were on the other side of the train station. Either I had lost track of time, or the distance had shrunk
in some magical way. The girl grabbed my hand and we crossed the street, entering the grand
building.  

The inside was unusually empty. As we got to the ticket barriers, I looked for my student train card
and as I found it and looked up, Koharu was already on the other side of the barriers, waiting
patiently. I ran up to her quickly and we went on. 

The usual amount of people were waiting for the train on the platform. None of them looked at
each other, all interested in their phones or books. Then, the train arrived faster than it usually had,
and Koharu and I got in. I sat down, my feet hanging above the ground and my friend standing next
to me, her hand grasping the handle. 

The train felt unusually comfortable. I felt so sleepy, my eyelids suddenly heavy… 

“Yui” I felt Koharu’s hand on top of my head. I opened my eyes and looked up at her. “This is where I
get off. Goodbye,” she said quietly, her lips curving into a sad smile. I couldn’t say anything. I just
looked at her, my eyes wide open.  

I watched her walk out of the train and onto the station. My head started hurting again. Was the
inside of the train always so boiling hot and the seat so uncomfortable? I looked around. The people
around me seemed dangerous and disturbing. 

I looked at the platform. Koharu stood there, her hand waving to me and a smile lighting up her
face. As a female voice echoed around the platform, announcing the arrival of the next train, a
crowd rushed, covering Koharu for a moment.  

My heart sank. The platform was empty. 

I didn’t shut the door on my way in. An old smell of dried paint greeted me, just as I remembered it.
For a bleak, lonely year I had dreamed of this moment. Of seeing her again, or leaving at dawn
without her. 

An anticipatory silence hung over the moonlit gallery. The painted faces stared down at me from the
walls, lined up so that the light from the windows hit them just right, all made to look almost
unnaturally beautiful. All but her. I knew her beauty wasn’t only a creation of the painter’s mind; I
had painted her myself.  

I stepped forward, my bare feet light on the smooth wood. I knew her. Or at least I’d known her
once. That depended on tonight. Her portrait was still there as I had left it, framed in carved marble
painted in places with a flaking golden paint. A memory crept into my mind of laughing with her
between painting sessions, making fun of her uncle, though I didn’t remember what he had done to
earn it. Her face was serious, unmarred by time, chestnut hair pulled into an intricate arrangement
stuck with pearls. I remembered painting her gown, its white folds snaking down her narrow
shoulders, not a single brushstroke visible. I’d painted her sister in the same one three years earlier,
to match the series of ornate paintings done by her family’s now deceased court painter. 

I stretched out a hesitant hand and brushed my fingers over her cheek. Her skin had been like silk
when I had held her hands under the full moon on Christmas Eve the year before, her lips had been
soft as winter’s first snow. 

Her name still shone in golden letters on a plaque beneath the painting, drawing up long forgotten
memories of secret smiles and hair blowing gently on a spring breeze. We would sit beneath a
weathered maple tree as she posed for my sketches. We’d laugh when leaves fell on our heads from
the low branches, blissfully unbothered by the turmoil of the world outside our own little lives.
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She would read her poems to me as I filled out countless pages with drawings of her. I could swear
to whatever ruled our fates, heaven was reflected in her eyes, and all the riches of the world in her
smile. 

It had been one of those poems that had led me here, to my father’s old gallery, where we would go
to be alone, free of the glances and the whispered words that were becoming too insistent, the
hands that offered the both of us diamond rings and marble palaces. Or maybe it had not. Maybe
I’d read too deep into it. But a part of me still refused to believe it had been a goodbye. She was—or
she had been—gifted. She could hide a thousand meanings in one poem, weave the lines into inky
mysteries, spin tales of love and death and human nature with nothing but her quill. 

I don't know how long I stood there until a creaking floorboard pulled me from my mind, and I
stepped away from the painting, heartbeat picking up. I stiffened, straining my ears to hear
anything else. There was no other sound in the gallery, but I was no longer alone. At least, I hoped
so. The rational side of my thoughts told me it could be anything, a stray dog or a drunk. Judging by
the state of the gallery, I wouldn’t be surprised to see an uninvited guest, whether human or animal. 

But I could hear quiet breaths. I would know that pattern anywhere. In prayer or in bloodshed, if
clouds came over the sun and brought eternal darkness, if I lost all senses but my hearing, I would
know her it was her. 

And a few seconds later, there she was. She stood before me in the doorway as if pulled from the
painting by my thoughts. For a moment I froze, enchanted by her sight. Everything rushed back to
me like a wave crashing on a shore, each hushed whisper, each sunset, each ball when we would
exchange glances while dancing with suitors in the light of crystal chandeliers. 

A gentle smile lit her face, and if I had been in the dark, it would have been enough to light my way.
Boiling blood rushed into my veins, willing my feet to move over the dusty wood, willing my arms to
wrap around her, never to let go.  

“I knew it,” I whispered against her warm skin. She was just as I remembered her. My muse. 

We stayed like this until the rising sun bathed the gallery in gold. Only then did I pull away just
enough to kiss her.  

If there was a God, she was one of His angels. And this was heaven. 

Flowers Above People, 2018, by Vova Melnyk (Y12)


